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INTRODUCTION
Most of us ca n visua lize, with a moment's reflection, how easy
it is quickly_ to form a n impression of a person upon first meeting
or hea ring a bout him.

We seem to ha ve the a bility to form immediate

a nd la sting impressions of others on the ba sis of a few spoken words
or a gla nce.

We note consciously a nd unconsciously sma ll behavioral

tra its such a s tone of voice, look in eyes, kind of smile, posture,
a nd other ma nnerisms, a nd we ra pidly register them in our minds to
form wha t we think is a complete cha ra cteriza tion of the person.
The few expressions seem to tell us more a bout the whole pe�son
tha n the observa nce of the single tra its themselves.

Thus, accord-

ing to Asch (1946) we not only a dd up the tra its a nd form a "general
impression, 11 but we a lso go fa r beyond a nd crea te a n impression of
the entire persona lity to size up immedia tely the kind of person he
is.
The a mount a nd qua lity of informa tion perceived does not seem
to interfere with the impression forma tion of a "complete" charac
teriza tion.

It ma y be a tota lly ina ccura te eva lua tion, but the

cognitive structure of a person a llows him to receive one tidbit
of even erroneous informa tion a nd genera lize the tra it to encompass
wha t he thinks is the whole persona lity of the perceived.

Regard-

less of wha t tra its a re observed, we give them order a nd structure,
a nd force the impressions into a subjectively mea ningful and
nonconflicting cha ra cteriza tion.

Asch (1946) continues by saying

1
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that we may continually alter our perceptions by repeated contacts
with an individual, but at all times we have in mind a ready-made
and unified set of impressions about the personality of the indivi
dual.
In an experiment by Asch (1946) it was demonstrated that
personality traits perceived by his subjects were not simply
additive 1 i.e., they did not exist separately in and of themselves.
A single trait was shown to have influence on all other traits.
Seven adjectives were used to describe a hypothetical person;
then the subjects were asked to give their impressions.

Secondly,

one of the seven adjectives was changed in the original description
of the hypothetical person, and consequently, the personality
sketches of the latter were radically altered.

An intelligent,

skillful, industrious,�' determined, practical and cautious
person was described as generous, wise, happy, and goodnatured
far more times than a person who was described as intelligent,
skillful, industrious, cold, determined, practical and cautious.
One change in character quality produced a widespread change in the
entire character description.
The idea of the same adjectives assuming different contextual
meaning can be further illustrated in the following:
Abraham Lincoln was thrifty, intelligent, ambitious,
resourceful, hard-working, and he used his abilities to
transcend from obscurity to power.
The Jew was thrifty, intelligent, ambitious, resourceful,
hard-working, and used his abilities to transcend from
obscurity to power.
What is emulated in Abraham Lincoln may be despised in a Jew.
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It is this writer's feeling that, as a result of recent Civil
Rights incidents, the variable "North" and "South" may produce some
changes in concept formation,

If this assumption is true, it should

be possible to determine experimentally that the terms "North" and
"South" have emotional connotations comparable to the "warm-cold"
variable in Asch 1 s experiment and, similarly, that they might conjure
up different associations, as in the "Abraham

Lincoln" and "Jew"

example.
Dailey (1952) explains the above process of forming general
impressions by his concept of "bridging the gap."

Misconceptions

of personality often occur when an individual attempts to tie the
separate traits into a meaningful whole.

Mistaken inferences are

often necessary to bridge the gap between the limited amount of per
sonality characteristics subjects receive.
own bridging inferences for fact.

The perceiver mistakes his

An intelligent, warm person may

also be described as honest, which, of course, may or may not be
true.

The adjective "honest" in this instance is what Dailey speaks

of as the "bridge."
Furthermore, Dailey (1952) says that when people make personality
judgments on the basis of a small amount of data, their ability
accurately to assimilate additional data is impaired.

Once a person

forms an impression, this first perception becomes fixed in his
mind and additional data may only serve to reinforce his already
fixed first impression.

The observer who withholds opinion, if

possible, until all the information is secured seems to express a
more accurate perception of personality.
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In 1922 Walter Lippman wrote of "pictures in people's heads"
which he called "stereotypes."

Allport (1954) made the distinction

that stereotypes are "fixed ideas" about categories of people,
particularly.ethnic groups.
are not identical.

Stereotypes and categories, therefore,

The former is rather a "mark" upon a category.

For example, Norwegians can be described as a category of people
who are citizens of a country in Northeastern Europe and speak a
certain language.

But if we say that all Norwegians are tall,

fair, attractive and blond--this is a stereotype.

A verifiable

assessment of a group is not a stereotype.
Stereotypes sometimes form and persist with no factual foundations.
A� best they are overgeneralizations of the facts.

Chinamen are "sneaky,"

Germans are "cruel," Negroes are "lazy," Irishmen are "temperamental,"
Englishmen are "reserved," and Jews are "shrewd."

Several more

stereotypes can be thought of for nationalities or ethnic groups.
Sources are vague and incomplete on information about the origins of
specific stigmas attached to specific groups.

Dugan (1951) suggests

that the mass media perpetuates stereotypes of various kinds, par
ticularly in the United States.

The majority of advertisements

picture the "all-American boy and girl" (which in itself is a stereotype).

The heroes and heroines in movies, short stories and novels

are typically white, Protestant, and possess Anglo-Saxon features.
The media assume, support and perpetuate a standard of comparison.
Any group perceived, by actual sight or hear-say, as deviating from
the "American" norm may be tagged or labeled with a stigma attached
to a trait extending from their "peculiarity."
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Bruner a nd Perlmutter (1957) ha ve shown tha t the less one knows
a bout a foreign country a nd its people, the more likely he is to
express a stereotyped opinion of genera l persona lity tra its of
citizens of the pa rticula r country.

It follows tha t the more a

person is fa milia r with a pa rticula r country, the less is the like
lihood of his expressing a stereotyped opinion a bout its people.
Costello a nd Za lkind (1963) list other kinds of stereotyped
groups besides those ba sed on ethnic identifica tion:

" •• • bankers,

supervisors, union members, poor people, rich people, a nd administrators.
A grea t va riety of qua lities a re a ssigned to people principally
beca use of such group memberships."

The list could be extended to

include stereotypes of doctors, la wyers, ba rba rs, fa rmers, garbagemen, psychologists a nd a ny other professiona l or occupational
grouping.

Luft (1957) using a group of university students found

tha t they perceived a hypothetica l rich ma n a s superior to a hypothetica l poor ma n.

The stereotype expressed by the students was

tha t the rich man wa s rela tively hea lthier, ha ppier, a nd more
a djusted tha n the "ma la djusted a nd unha ppy" poor ma n.

It wa s found

tha t the subjects ha d littie conta ct with low income people, and
Luft concludes, " • •• middle cla ss persons in genera l a nd students
in pa rticula r tend to a ssocia te with individua ls in approximately
equiva lent socio-economic groupings."

Even though Luft used a

different stereotype ca tegory, his results nonetheless support those
of Bruner a nd Perlmutter (1957).
In a n interesting study by Ha ire (1955), two groups of subjects
belonging respectively to la bor a nd to ma na gement were used to see
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if each would express a stereotyped opinion of the other, and further,
to see how each group expressed opinions of themselves.

Identical

picture-descriptions of hypothetical men were given to subjects
belonging to both labor and management.

One of the hypothetical men

was described as a "labor" man, the other "management."

Haire states,

"When a member of either group (management or labor) describes a
person, the description varies markedly depending on the role of the
person described, although the facts and the pictures are identical
••• moreover, the nature of this difference depends on whether he
is thus seen .!?_ya manager or a union man."

Management saw the

hypothetical man in a far more favorable light when he was described as belonging to their own group.

Labor also perceived their

own group more favorably.
In an attempt to measure possible perceptive differences
between Northern and Southern college students, the present paper
has adopted Haire 1 s (1955) hypothetical picture-description and
checklist technique.

A geographical division of the United States,

"North" and "South," was used in place of Haire's "labor" and
"management," as the independent variable.

T he purpose of this

experiment was to determine if students attending a Southern
university have a tendency to express a stereotyped opinion of
students attending a Northern university, and also to see if the
converse is true.

METHOD
Subjects
The subjects were thirty-two (32) male� s from Western Michigan
University and thirty-two (32) male� s from a Southern university.
Test Materials
The test materials consisted of two (2) pictures, four (4)
descriptions, and an adjective check list (see Appendices A and B).
Design
The pictures used depicted young college males with no distinc
tive appearance or expression.
common information that:

All four descriptions contained the

(a) the young man was an average college

student, (b) was a junior, (c) was nearly twenty years of age,
(d) worked summers to help pay school expenses, (e) had a few interests
outside of school work, (f) had several friends, (g) was happy, (h) was
healthy, (i) lived in a dormitory, and (j) enjoyed "bull sessions."
The first pair of descriptions were identical in form and content
with the single exception that one included the added information that
the student attended a "large Northern university," while the other
described the student as attending a "large Southern university."
The second pair of descriptions were also identical to each other with
the same exception--that one was a Northern student, and the other
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Southern.

The former two descriptions contained the same informa

tion as the latter two, only the items were arranged in a different
order so that it did not appear to be the same description, though
in fact the s�me items were present.
Using the two pictures and four descriptions, a picture
always appeared above a description.

Every possible picture

description combination was used an equal number of times.

Thus,

there were eight different picture-description combinations effecting
a complete counterbalance:

Picture I along with description A

appeared 12\ % of the time; Picture I along with description B
appeared 12\ % of the time; and so on through all of the combinations.
Following each picture-description page was an adjective check
list relating to personality along with written directions.
checklists were identical.

All

There were forty-five "positive," ten

"neutral," and forty-five "negative" adjectives in the list giving
a total of one hundred adjectives.
The test was prepared into booklets as it was to be administered
to each S.

Page 1 was a blank cover; page 2 was a picture and

description; page 3 was its accompanying checklist; page 4 was another
picture and description; and page 5 was its accompanying checklist.
The picture-descriptions in the test booklet were assembled in
the following manner:

As mentioned before, each� was given the two

pictures--one of each man--along with a description for each picture.
The content of the two descriptions differed only in that one man was
described as attending a "large Northern university" while the other
was described as attending a "large Southern university."

However,
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the two descriptions in each booklet were always those which were
arranged in a different order, thus disguising the content of the
information.
Since each S was to be given two pictures and descriptions, a
total of 128 checklists were to be obtained--64 by North (32 des
cribing South and 32 describing North), and 64 by South (32 describing
North and 32 describing South).

Also, by using 321 s each from

North and South, each version of the picture-description combinations
was used

an equal number of times by each group, i.e., eight times

by North, and eight times by South.
The test was administered in group form.

After each S

received a booklet, the group received this verbal information from
E:

"This is part of a research project to see how well people can

analyze personality on the basis of a few facts.

You will have one

minute to study a picture with a brief description.
and begin."

When time was up!! instructed:

Turn the cover

"Now turn the page and

follow the instructions."
At the head of the adjective checklist were these written
directions:

"A number of common adjectives are listed below.

Please

read them over quickly and check all those you would consider to apply
to the man in the photograph.
contradictions.
adjective.

Don't worry about duplications or

Work quickly and do not spend much time on any one

Check your first impression of each adjective.

You may

check as many or as few as you like."
When all S s were finished with the first checklist, E instructed,
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"Now turn the page and follow the instructions."
were finished,� collected the booklets.

When all S s

RESULTS
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Tables I,
II and III.

Table I shows the total number of adjectives used when

"North" described "South" and when "South" described "North."
Table II gives a word count of positive, neutral and negative adjec
tives in each of four categories:

(1)

North's description of South;

(2) South's description of South;

(3)

South's description of North;

and (4) North's description of North.

Table III shows Table II

expressed in percentages of positive, neutral and negative adjectives
used in each category.
Southern� s describing the Northern picture-description checked
a total of 851 positive adjectives, 89 negative, and 84 neutral; while
Northern S s describing the Northern picture-description checked a
total of 665 positive adjectives, 63 negative, and 62 neutral.

North

ern S s describing the Southern picture-description checked a total of
598 positive adjectives, 62 negative, and 62 neutral; while Southern
S s describing the Southern picture-description used 840 positive
adjectives, 78 negative, and 71 neutral.
Respectively, the above results yield the following percentages:
When the Southern S s checked the Northern picture-description, of
the total 1,024 responses, 83 % of the adjectives were positive, 9 %
were negative, and 8 % were neutral.

When the Northern students

checked the Northern picture-description, of the total 790 responses,
84 % of the adjectives were positive, 8 % were negative, and 8 %
11
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were neutral.

When Northern S s checked the Southern picture

description, of the total 722 responses, 83 % of the adjectives were
positive, 8.5 % were negative, and 8,5 % were neutral.

When the

Southern S s.checked the Southern picture-description, of the total
989 responses, 85 % of the adjectives were positive, 8 % were nega
tive, and 7 % were neutral,

TABLE I
Total responses of Northern and Southern
college students.
North

South

1512

2013

Responses Describing South

722

989

Responses Describing North

790

1024

Total Responses
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TABLE II

Word count of Positive, Neutral, and Negative
adjectives checked by� s in each of four
categories (n = 32 in each category).
Positive

Neutral

Negative

North Describing South

598

62

62

South Describing South

840

71

78

South Describing North

851

84

89

North Describing North

665

62

63
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TABLE III

Percentages of Positive, Neutral, and Negative adjectives
used in each category (n = 32 in each category).
Positive

Neutral

Negative

North Describing South

83 %

8.5 %

8.5 %

South Describing South

85 %

7.0 %

8.0 %

South Describing North

83 %

8.0 %

9.0 %

North Describing North

84 %

8.0 %

8.0 %
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DISCUSSION
Table II of the results shows that Southern

1

s consistently

used more adjectives (regardless of Positive, Neutral or Negative)
than did the Northern Ss in both describing themselves and Northern
students.

But inspection of Table III shows that there are no

significant differences between the four categories when the positive,
neutral and negative adjectives are expressed as percentages.
Inspection of the results seem to raise three major questions:
(1) Do Northerners really view Southerners as favorably as they do
themselves, and vice versa?

(2) Why did the Southern subjects use

more adjectives than Northern subjects? and (3) Why were the overall
responses overwhelmingly positive?

An analysis of previous studies

and publications give some basis for interpretation.

Further

explanations must at present remain speculative.
Gilbert (1951

concl

a�on_g_c�llege students:

"

om his study on stereotypes change
the present generation of college

students is more reluctant than the previous generation to make
stereotyped generalizations about the character of ethnic grouP,s,
especially those with whom they have had little contact."

Note

that these findings are opposite from what we would expect according
to Bruner and Perlmutter (1957) and Luft (1957).

Gilbert continues,

"Some students regard it as almost an insult to their intelligence to:
be required to make such generalizations, while others do so with
considerable reservations."

Generally, he states

16
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less ethnocentric bias and uncritical generalization in_group ch r c
terization by the educ..a.t..e..cL.Ant�an 'majp;i;:_i_ty grppp'."

Gilbert does

not say that students will not make generalizations about groups, but
that they may be more reluctant to express any such opinion until they
feel informed about the group in question.

There is, according to

Gilbert, a tendency among college students today to test first the
reality of their judgments before they express group generalizations.
The implication here is that the results may have been quite different
if "men in the street" had been used as subjects.
It is possible that no negative stereotype exists between
Northerners and Southerners.

It seems that stereotypes are more

readily attached to a minority group who has outstanding physical
features not in keeping with the "Anglo-Saxon norm" (Dugan, 1951).
Since there is "sameness" in the appearance of Northerners and Souther
ners, this could be a reason that a Southern student would describe a
Northern student the same as he would a student in his own Southern
university.
In the light of the appearance similarities between the two
groups, perhaps the only thing which would elicit a stereotyped opinion
(if there is one) between Northerners and Southerners would be through
the specific use of sensitive values held by one of the groups but not
the other--possibly, views on Civil Rights.

In a related study by

Sims and Patrick (1936), Northern college students expressed attitudes
more favorably towards the Negro than did Southern college students;
but no mention was made of the attitudes the Northern whites held
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about Southern whites or Southern held about Northern.
the present experiment did not mention the Negro.

Conversely,

Perhaps being

described as merely "Northern" or "Southern," per se, was not enough
to arouse values.or attitudes which may be at odds with the other
experimental group.

In other words, a Southerner receiving only the

information that a person is a Northerner, may not necessarily think
of the Northerner as, for e�ample, a "liberal."

But if the Northerner

was specifically described as an "integrationist" perhaps all kinds
of negative descriptive adjectives could now be drawn out of the
Southerner in his description of the Northerner.
Another interpretation of the results should be thought of in
terms of group identification.

Krech and Crutchfield (1948) speak

of group membership and loyalties of its individuals as "part per
sonalities."

A group is held together through common ideals or

interests and its members are mutually supportive; but group ideals
can often be conflicting with the ideals of some of its members.

The

differences usually are not strong enough to split the group, and the
needs of the individuals which are not fulfilled by a particular group
are in turn found in other groups.
by a "common belief system,"

In general, a group is held together

The stronger the belief system, the

stronger_will be the group.
In the present experiment, even if the subjects did view
Northerners or Southerners unfavorably (conflicting ideals), the very
fact that the hypothetical college student was described as a
member of a common group (college students) with similar interests as
the subjects, may have caused both Northern and Southern students to
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identify primarily with "the student" in the picture-description,
Values such as dating, being friendly, liking "bull sessions," and
living in a dormitory may be far more important to college students
than the relatively "insignificant" fact that a student attends a
Northern or Southern university.

The group iden_tification with a

"normal" college student may have been so powerful that the additional
information that the hypothetical student attends a Northern (Southern)
university may have been buried by the college subjects' subjectively
more important identifications.
Conclusions
In this experiment, the only conclusions which can be drawn with
certainty are:

(1)

Southern students checked more adjectives in

every instance than did Northern students, and (2) virtually all
subjects expressed a favorable opinion of the hypothetical student
presented in the picture-description.

It did not seem to matter

whether Northern subjects described a Southern student or a Northern
student, and the same was true for the Southern subjects,

SUMMARY
Studies by Asch (1946) have shown that people have a tendency to
form what they think is a complete characterization of a person_on
the mere basis of a few personality traits.

He also has demonstrated

that a single trait has widespread influence on all other traits
within a description.
Various studies have indicated that stereotypes often exist
about categories of people--particularly ethnic groups.

It also is

suspected that stereotypes exist in other areas, such as occupational
groupings or geographical locations of people.
The purpose of the present experiment was to see if students
attending a Southern university have a tendency to express a stereo
typed opinion of students attending a Northern university, and also
to see if the converse is true.

The design closely followed Haire 1 s

(1955) hypothetical picture-description and adjective checklist
technique.
Subjects from both a Northern and a Southern university were
administered picture-descriptions of a hypothetical student in which
the only variable was the location of the university he attended-
North or South.

Then the subjects were given a list of adjectives

relating to personality and were asked to check those which in their
minds best described the picture-descriptions;
It was found that the Northern subjects described the Southern
hypothetical student practically the same as they did the Northern
20
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student.

The same held true for the Southern subjects.

Furthermore,

all subjects used predominantly favorable adjectives.
Possible interpretations of the results are:
(a) College students refused to express an unfavorable
stereotype on the basis of such limited information.
(b) No negative stereotype exists between Northern and
Southern college students.
(c) Subjects identified with "the college student"
rather than the area where he went to college.

APPENDIX A
Number of times each adjective was checked by the four
categories of subjects:

(1)

North describing South,

(2)

North describing North, (3)

(4)

South describing North.
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South describing South,
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North Describing South
Positive

Neutral

14 studious

10 liberal

1 bad-mannered

10 religious

0 lazy

5 patriotic

Negative

24 active

7 outspoken

1 impractical

20 dependable

2 loud

1 sloppy

9 cultured

10 quiet

0 insincere

14 conservative

1 idle

22 honest
13 alert

0 reclusive

4 indifferent

30 likeable

6 curious

4 immature

14 rational

3 hesitant

0 dishonest

16 practical

TOTAL:

0 hateful

62

12 conscientious

0 disloyal

15 determined

1 unstable

17 industrious

0 stupid

16 respectful

9 prejudiced

19 well-mannered

3 narrow-minded

16 hard-working

0 irrational

14 masculine

0 treacherous

13 inte-1 ligent

1 dull

5 lawful
16 energetic
15 sincere

0 uncooperative
11 dependent
4 idealistic

4 unselfish

0 bitter

3 sophisticated

2 intolerant

24
Positive
5 devoted

Neutral

Negative
0 unreliable

13 earnest

4 passive

21 pleasant

0 irresponsible

11 realistic

1 undependable

12 helpful

0 coarse

17 capable

1 lethargic

11 efficient

3 atheistic

11 considerate

0 selfish

15 cooperative

0 _inefficient

12 informed

0 feminine

7 tolerant

0 lawless

5 decisive

0 shiftless

22 sociable

2 inactive

4 independent

0 uninformed

22 good-natured

0 false

12 ambitious

0 uncaring

8 broad-minded
11 trustworthy
8 loy_al
17 reliable
1 profound

1 hindering
4 frivolous
0 unpleasant
0 inconsiderate
0 helpless

21 responsible

3 naive

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

598

62
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South Describing South
Positive

Neutral

20 studious

9 liberal

16 patriotic

16 religious

Negative

2 bad-mannered
2 lazy

22 active

5 outspoken

1 impractical

26 dependable

1 loud

2 sloppy

13 cultured

12 quiet

1 insincere

24 honest

13 conservative

0 idle

24 alert
26 likeable
15 rational
21 practical

0 reclusive
10 curious
5 hesitant

TOTAL:

71

6 indifferent
2 immature
2 dishonest
0 hateful

18 conscientious

1 disloyal

12 determined

1 unstable

23 industrious

0 stupid

24 respectful

5 prejudiced

25 well-mannered

2 narrow-minded

24 hard-working

1 irrational

21 masculine

1 treacherous

25 intelligent

1 dull

15 lawful

1 uncooperative

18 energetic

13 dependent

22 sincere

5 idealistic

16 unselfish

0 bitter

3 sophisticated

1 intolerant

26
Positive

Neutral

Negative

11 devoted

1 unreliable

19 earnest

6 passive

21 pleasant

1 irresponsible

15 realistic

0 undependable

20 helpful

0 coarse

26 capable

2 lethargic

21 efficient

3 atheistic

19 considerate

2 selfish

16 cooperative

0 inefficient

16 informed

1 feminine

8 tolerant

0 lawless

7 decisive

4 shiftless

25 sociable

1 inactive

13 independent

0 uninformed

27 good-natured

0 false

20 ambitious

2 uncaring

13 broad-minded

1 hindering

22 trustworthy

1 frivolous

18 loyal

0 unpleasant

23 reliable

2 inconsiderate

1 profound

1 helpless

26 responsible

2 naive

TOTAL: 840

TOTAL:

78
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South Describing North
Positive

Neutral

20 studious

12 liberal

1 bad-mannered

17 patriotic

18 religious

5 lazy

21 active

13 outspoken

4 impractical

Negative

28 dependable

6 loud

2 sloppy

14 cultured

6 quiet

0 insincere

24 honest
22 alert
30 likeable
11 rational

20 practical

10 conservative
1 reclusive
13 curious

5 hesitant

TOTAL:

84

3 idle
3 indifferent
5 immature
0 dishonest
0 hateful

18 conscientious

0 disloyal

18 determined

6 unstable

23 industrious

0 stupid

24 respectful

6 prejudiced

26 well-mannered

2 narrow-minded

24 hard-working

2 irrational

17 masculine

0 treacherous

24 intelligent

2 dull

15 lawful

1 uncooperative

16 energetic

9 dependent

25 sincere

0 idealistic

12 unselfish

1 bitter

1 sophisticated

1 intolerant

28
Positive

Neutral

Negative

12 devoted

0 unreliable

20 earnest

7 passive

24 pleasant

1 irresponsible

18 realistic

2 undependable

19 helpful

1 coarse

20 capable

2 lethargic

18 efficient

2 atheistic

20 considerate

1 selfish

19 cooperative

2 inefficient

12 informed

2 feminine

5 tolerant

0 lawless

9 decisive

1 shiftless

25 sociable

1 inactive

17 independent

3 uninformed

28 good-natured

0 false

19 ambitious

1 uncaring

19 broad-minded

1 hindering

20 trustworthy

4 frivolous

18 loyal

0 unpleasant

29 reliable

0 inconsiderate

3 profound

0 helpless

27 responsible

5 naive

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

851

89

29
North Describing North
Positive

Neutral

Negative

16 liberal

0 bad-mannered

9 religious

1 lazy

23 active

6 outspoken

2 impractical

21 dependable

2 loud

1 sloppy

9 cultured
19 honest

5 quiet

1 insincere

8 conservative

1 idle

17 alert

1 reclusive

1 indifferent

16 studious
8 patriotic

29 likeable
15 rational
20 practical

11 curious
4 hesitant

TOTAL:

62

3 immature
0 dishonest
0 hateful

13 conscientious

0 disloyal

13 determined

2 unstable

l8 industrious

0 stupid

2()1' respectful

5 prejudiced

17 well-mannered

3 narrow-minded

16 hard-working

1 irrational

16 masculine

0 treacherous

,16 intelligent

2 dull

9 lawful

0 uncooperative

15 energetic

5 dependent

13 sincere

7 idealistic

10 unselfish

0 bitter

4 sophisticated

0 intolerant

30
Positive
4 devoted

Neutral

Negative
0 unrealiable

15 earnest

4 passive

26 pleasant

3 irresponsible

13 realistic

1 undependable

12 helpful

0 coarse

16 capable

0 lethargic

14 efficient

2 atheistic

13 considerate

0 selfish

14 cooperative

2 inefficient

11 informed

2 feminine

8 tolerant

0 lawless

7 decisive

0 shiftless

31 sociable

3 inactive

7 independent

1 uninformed

23 good-natured

0 false

11 ambitious

2 uncaring

17 broad-.minded

1 hindering

16 trustworthy

2 frivolous

10 loyal

1 unpleasant

17 reliable

1 inconsiderate

2 profound

0 helpless

22 responsible

3 naive

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

665

63

APPENDIX B
The eight (8) picture-description combinations.
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The young man above is a normal �dppy and healthy college junior
of nearly twenty. In addition to nis acucemics and occasional dating
he has $Orne other interer:;ts. OnE: of these is his summer job, which .
also helps pay his tuil.�ion at a .l.::..:i:.:ge southern university. He lives
in a dormitory with several of his friends and actively participates
in the frequent bull s�ssions.

The young man above is a normal �iappy, and healthy college
junior of nearli twenty. 1� addition to his acad2mics and occasional
dating he has some ot.hGr inte!:"sts
One 0£ ti:.ese is his summer· job
which also helps pay his tuition at a large northern university. He
lives in a dormitory with several of his fri0nds and actively partici
pates in thG frequent bull sessions.
n

This studGnt has somG budd.ie:,s w:�uch ne ::iGt in pleasant situations
of school and work. P :1rtia�.ly tl:.is rasults be:cause: he is a cheerful
and content�d individual. His b�st friend he first met in one of
the regular evening informal discussions i11 the dormitory where he
lives. Since he was a freshman thr�e years �go at this large southern
university, these discussions have regularly been a part of his past
time. Like most n ormal collega mon he enjoys taking out girls once in
awhile to campus functions. h1:.:�,ides be.i.:-i.g involved in a few extra
curricular activi·ties, he and a fev: of h:'..S frie�ds also work together
d·1ring vacations to 1Lelp fina0.ce their school add living expenses.
As he approac�10s 1-.is twer.d:.iet"t� birthn2y basically ho is in good health.
Generally, he is thought of as an ��0rage college student.

----·····•·•··-,._,,.,:�,.x-,:-�-----...

', /

This student has some b ..1dciios whicn he met in pleasant situations
of school and work. Parti�lly this resul�s because he is a cheerful
and contented individual
Ei.s best ,:riend l1e first met in one of the
regular evening inforlnal discussior,:J in the dormitory where he lives.
Since he was a freshmen three years ago at this large northern univer
sity, these discussions havG r0gularly been a port of his pastime.
Like most college men, 't�e er.joys t2.ki,1g out girls once in a while
to campus functions. Besides being involvG<l i� a few extracurricular
activities, he 2nd a few ,.)f h3,s friends ;c1 lso work together during
v 1cations to heJ.p f.i�"ld::ice -..-,n�it" school cH'.(i lh·ing expenses. As he
approaches his �:wsnt:i.eth t:iirtfoiay 1,H'Jically na is in good healthft
Generally, he is though'.: oi: as an average col:E.ge student ..
ft

The young man above is a normal :'1appy and healthy college junior
of nearly twenty. In addition to his acocemics and occasional dating
he has some other interests. One of these is his summer job, which
also helps pay his tui�ion at a large southern university. He lives
in a dormitory with several of his friends and actively participates
in the frequent bull sassions.

-----·-·····--·····-·--··-······-

The young man above is a normal �1appy, and healthy college
junior of nearly twentyo ln addition to his acad�mics and occasional
dating he has some other inte::::-sts
One of ti:.ese is his summer job
which also helps pay his tuition at a large northern university. He
lives in a dormitory with several of his friends and actively partici
pates in the frequent bull s2ssions.
n

� •"- ._,.e,,;,.,.,.,� .....;,-:::----....--.-- .•••.•., ·-

-

This student has soma buddies w�.1.ch ne :not in pleasant situations
of school and work. Partially tliis results because he is a cheerful
and content3d individual. Eis b�st friend he first met in one of
the regular evening informal discussions in the dormitory where he
lives. Since he was a freshman thr�e years ago at this large southern
university, these discussions have regularly beon a part of his past
tirne. Like most no�rnal college men he enjoys taking out girls once in
awhile to campus functions. Besides being involved in a few extra
curricular activities, he and a few of his frie�ds also work together
d·1ring vacations to help finance their school add living expenses.
As he approaches r.is twentieth birthday basically he is in good health.
Generally, he is thought of as an av0rage college student.

-·-···----·-�----·•----�----

-••

·-·····---·····--�

This student has some buc1dios which he met in pleasant situations
of school and work. Partially this results because he is a cheerful
and contented individual. Eis bGst friend he first met in one of the
regular Gvening informal discussior.s in the dormitory where he lives.
Since he was a freshmen three years ago at this large northern univer
sity, these discussions have r0gularly been a part of his pastime.
Like most. college men, he enjoys teking out girls once in a while
to campus functions. Besides being involved in a few extracurricular
activities, he and a few of his friends also work together during
v.:i.cations to help finance thei"t" school and living expenses o As he
approaches his twentieth 0irthday basically he is in good health�
Generally, he is thought of as an a7erage college student ..

APPENDIX C

Example of the test booklet as it appeared to
each S.
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The young man above is a normaJ. �i.appy, and healthy college
junior of nearly twenty. In addi�ion to his acad�mics and occasional
dating he has some other intersts. One of tj.ese is his summer job
which also helps pay his tuj.tion at a lai-ge northern university. He
lives in a dormitory with several of his friends and actively partici
pates in thG frequent bull sessions.

A number of common adjeat.ives are listed below. Please read them
over quickly and check all those you would consider to apply to the
man in the photograph. Don't worry about duplications or contradic
tions. Work quickly and do not spend much time on any one adjective ..
Check your first impression of each adjective. You may check as many
or as few as you like.
studious
patriotic
active
bad-mannered
lazy
dependable
impractical
cultured
sloppy
honest
alert
insincere
likeable
idle
indifferent
rational
immature
practical
conscientious
dishonest
hateful
determined
disloyal
quiet
unstable

industrious
stupid
respectful
prejudiced
well-mannered
_ hard-working
u&rrow-minded
rnc1sculine
irrational
intelligent
treacherous
lawful
energetic
sincere
dull
unselfish
uncooperative
dependent
idealistic
bitter
sophisticated
devoted
intoler.:mt

--

unreliabls
liberal

_ religious
earnest
_ pleasant
realistic
_ helpful
outspoR:en
capable
efficient
irresponsible
considerate
cooperative
informed
passive
tolerant
hesitant
decisive
sociable
undependable
coarse
lethc1rgic
independent
atheistic
selfish
good-natured
inefficient

feminine
ambitious
lawless
broadMinded
shiftless
trustworthy
inactive
loud
uninforrre d
false
curious
aonservativ
uncaring
loyal
reclusive
reliable
hindering
naive
frivolous
unpleasant
caudid
profound
inoonsiderate
responsible
helpless

,
·
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This student has soma buddiGs w�'.1.1.ch ne :not in pleasant situations
of school and work. Partially diis results because he is a cheerful
and contentad individual. Eis b�st friend he first met in one of
tho regular evening informal discussions in the dormitory whGre he
lives. Since he wus a freshman thr�e years ago at this largo southern
university, these discussions have regularly been a part of his past
time. Like most n o�mal college mon he enjoys taking out girls once in
awhile to campus functions. Be�,ides be.ing involved in a few extra
curricular activities, he and a few of his frie�ds also work together
d·lring vacations to help finance their school add living expenses.
As he approaches r.is twentieth birthday basically he is in good health.
Generally, ho is thought of as an a. VGr.::tcJe col loge student.

A number of common adjectives are listed below. Please read them
over quickly and check all those you wo .1ld consider to apply to the
man in the photograph. Don't worry about duplications or contradic
tions. Worl< quickly and do not spend much time on any one adjective.
Check your first impression of each adjectiveo You may check as many
or as few as you like.
1

studious
patriotic
active
bad-mannered
lazy
dependable
impractical
cultured
sloppy
honest
alert
insincere
likeable
idle
indifferent
rational
immature
practical
conscientious
dishonest
hateful
determined
disloyal
quiet
unstable

industrious
stupid
respectful
prejudiced
well-mannered
_ hard-working
u&rrow-minded
masculine
irrational
intelligent
treacherous
lawful
energetic
sincere
dull
unselfish
uncooperative
dependent
idealistic
bitter
sophisticated
devoted
intolernnt

-

---

unreliable·
liberal

religious
earnest
pleasant
realistic
_ helpful
outepolten
capable
efficient
irresponsible
considerate
cooperative
informed
passive
tolerant
hesitant
decisive
sociable
undependable
coarse
lethargic
independent
atheistic
selfish
good-natured
inefficient

feminine
ambitious
lawless
broadMinded
shiftless
trustworth
inactive
loud
uninforrne d
false
curious
aonservati·
uncaring
loyal
reclusive
reliable
_ hindering
naive
frivolous
unpleasant
caudid
profound
inconsiderate
responsibl,
_ helpless
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